Scope and Content Note: Bags and Bagging Materials, 1830-1910

2 Boxes

This material consists primarily of bills, receipts, invoices, announcements, circulars, notices, correspondence on letterhead stationery, pamphlets, printed advertisements and sample bags from manufacturers, importers and distributors of bags and bagging materials. The bags are made of paper, cotton, burlap, canvas, twine, flax, jute, hemp, etc. Most of the bag manufacturers made bags for millers of flour, buckwheat, salt, horse feed, etc.

The material dates from 1850-1910, but the bulk is late nineteenth century. Materials in the first box are organized by name of company. This box also includes three folders of material grouped by type: import/export documents, pamphlets and miscellaneous items. The second box contains samples of bags.

Subject Terms:

Bags
Bagging Materials

Container List: Bags and Bagging Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Folder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adams Bag Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, Ohio

American Paper Goods Manufacturing Company
Kensington, conn.

Ames & Detrick Bag Manufacturing, company Portland, Oregon

Arkell & smiths Bag Manufacturing Company
Candsoharie, New York
1 | Armstrong, Craig Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Philadelphia, PA
2 | Ballou, M.E. & Son Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Beckett, Massachusetts
   | Beach Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Hartford, Conn.
   | Biedinger & son Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Cincinnati, Ohio
   | Bingham, W. A. Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | New York, New York
   | Binney Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Boston, Mass.
   | Blakeborough, G.A. Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Philadelphia, PA
   | Brinckerhoff & Turner Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | New York, New York
   | Buffalo Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Buffalo, New York
   | Bowker, J.H. Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Boston, Mass.
   | Bradley & Kurtz Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | New York, New York
3 | Chase Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | New York, New York
   | Chase & Fay Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Boston, Massachusetts
4 | Clark, B.E. Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | New York, New York
   | Cleveland Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | Cleveland, Ohio
   | Collins Bag Manufacturing Company  
   | New York, New York
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|   | Continental Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | New York, New York  
|   | cook Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Ballston, Spa.  
|   | Cook, J. W. Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Portland, Oregon |
| 5 |   |
|   | Folsom & Bowker Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Boston, Massachusetts  
|   | Fulton Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | New York, New York |
| 6 |   |
|   | Gair, Robert Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Ballston Spa., New York  
|   | Godfrey & Clark Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Pittsburgh, PA |
| 6 |   |
|   | Griswold, William Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Philadelphia, PA |
| 7 |   |
|   | Halsted, E.S. Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | New York, New York  
|   | Harrisburg Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Harrisburg, PA  
|   | Howlett Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Philadelphia, PA |
| 8 |   |
|   | Kansas City Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Kansas City, MO  
|   | Kent, Percy Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | New York, New York  
|   | Klinefelter Brothers Bag Manufacturing Company  
|   | Baltimore, Maryland |
| 9 |   |
|   | Litchfield, Hanson Bag Retailers  
|   | Boston, Massachusetts  
|   | Lyon, William P. Bag Manufacturer |
Manhattan Bag Manufactory
New York

Maryland Bag Factory
Baltimore, Maryland

Metropolitan Bag Manufactory
New York

Millers' Keystone Bag Manufacturing Company
Irwin, PA

Neall, George commerical Exchange Bag Manufactory
Philadelphia, PA

Neschochague Bag Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, PA

Noon, W. c. Bag Manufacturing Company
Portland Oregon

Ohio Bag Manufacturing Company
Middleton, Ohio

Osgood, John H.

Pierce Bag Manufacturing Company
New York

Pippey, B. Y. Bag Retailers
Boston, Mass.

Queen city Paper Bag & Flour Sack Company
Buffalo, New York

Raymond & Snyder Bag Manufacturing Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

Raynor, Samuel Bag Manufacturing Company
New York, New York

Richmond Bag Manufacturing Company
Richmond, Virginia

Rogers, Gorham Burlap Bag Company
Boston, Mass.

Rowley Brothers Bag Manufacturing Company
Utica, New York
| Page | 15 | Sanford Bag Manufacturing Company  
       | Detroit, Mich.  
       | Sawyer Bag Retailers  
       | Rutland, Vermont  
       | Seffarlen Bag Manufacturing Company  
       | Philadelphia, PA  
       | 16 | Union Bag and Paper Company  
       | 17 | Vanderhoof Bag Manufacturer  
       | New York  
       | 18 | Whitcomb Bag Manufactory  
       | Detroit, Mich.  
       | Whiton Bag Manufacturer  
       | Boston, Mass.  
       | 19 | Bags: Import/Export Documents  
       | Miscellaneous  
       | Bags: Related Publications  
       | 2 | Hollingsworth & Whitney Bag Manufacturing Company  
       | Boston, Mass. & New York, New York  
       | 2 | Karlsruher Brothers Bag Manufacturing Company  
       | Brooklyn, New York  
       | 3 | Rogers, Wm. H. H. Bag Manufacturing Company  
       | Chicago, Ill.  
       | 4 | Schorsch Paper Bag Manufacturing Company  
       | New York, New York  
       | 5–10 | Bag Samples |